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million – 8.8 percent), English (24.5
million – 8.7 percent), American (20.2
million – 7.2 percent) and Mexican
(18.4 million – 6.5 percent). In the state
of Indiana, the largest groups include
German (22.6 percent), American (11.8
percent), Irish (10.8 percent), English
(8.9 percent) and African American
(6.5 percent). Find more details at
www.census.gov/prod/2004pubs/c2kbr35.pdf.

Facts for Features:
Labor Day 2004
In honor of Labor Day (Sept. 6), the
Census Bureau has released facts,
figures and trivia about the nation’s
workers, 79.2 million men and 68.7
million women strong (accessible at
www.census.gov/Press-Release/www/
2004/cb04-ff13-02.pdf). Have you ever
wondered …
What percentage of workers in
private industry receive a paid
vacation as an employee benefit?
79 percent
What is the annual median earnings
for male and female full-time, yearround workers?
$39,429 (male) and
$30,203 (female)
What is the most common
occupation?
Secretaries and administrative
assistants at 3.9 million workers
How many people hold down two
or more jobs?
7.3 million
How many people are selfemployed?
10.3 million

September/October 2004

How many labor union members
are there in the United States?
15.8 million
How many people commute to
work between midnight and 6:30
a.m.?
25.4 million
What percentage of people
commute to work alone?
77 percent

How long is the average commute
to work?
24.4 minutes
Visit the Indiana Data Center
at the State Library on the Web:
www.statelib.lib.in.us/www/isl/
whoweare/datacenter.html
—Frank Wilmot, State Data Center
Coordinator, Indiana State Library

IN THE DETAILS

Rank States with New Web Profiles

I

ndiana leads the Midwest (and
ranks fourth in the United
States) in the net in-migration of
students, while New Jersey ranks last
nationwide with a net out-migration
of 18,816. Idaho had the highest
rate of patent filings (per 100,000
persons) in 2003, whereas California
ranked first in sheer volume with
22,075 patents filed.
How do we know these things?
Is it by painstakingly downloading
the data from various federal and
trade websites and then ranking in
Excel — over and over and over
again until the rankings are ready,
just in time for new data to be
released?
No, it all comes from
the new States IN Profile
component of STATS Indiana
(www.stats.indiana.edu). Thousands
of economic and demographic
indicators are available on the Web,
anytime you want them, greatly
simplifying retrieval of a wide crosssection of comparative data. States

IN Profile provides detailed profiles
of each state and the District of
Columbia, enhanced by a ranking
feature that allows easy comparison
on individual items for all states.
STATS Indiana already provides
county-by-county comparisons for
all 3,141 counties in the nation
through the USA Counties IN Profile
component.
States IN Profile focuses on
annual, quarterly and monthly
indicators for the economy, education,
income, population and workforce
for each state. The Indiana Business
Research Center, with support from
the Indiana Department of Commerce,
has expanded its already sizable
economic and demographic database
to include these state-level indicators.
Custom Web output programming lets
users easily view data and rankings
for all states. Individual contacts were
made with each and every source,
resulting in a calendar of release dates
and a set of metadata for each data set.
(continued on page 12)
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IN the Details
(continued from page 11)
Unique to both States IN Profile and USA Counties IN Profile is the linked-rank
feature. Users can click on the rank of a particular state for an indicator in any given
table and instantly see the entire list of states ranked for that same indicator. In this
way, one can identify a state’s peers or competitors. The rankings themselves are
not the primary focus, of course, but they do provide geographic context and easy
comparisons among the states. Confirmations and surprises are found when using
States IN Profile:
Maryland and Alaska have the highest median wage for healthcare practitioner and
technical jobs.
Hawaii ranks second in the nation for the percent of workers in unions (23.8
percent), after California (24.6 percent).
Tennessee had the most bankruptcies per 1,000 persons in 2003 (11 per 1,000).
Between 1999 and 2003, Texas, South Carolina, Ohio, Indiana and Tennessee had
the largest growth in the value of exports (adjusted to 2003 dollars).
States IN Profile offers a consistently maintained and updated resource for such
information, integrating data series from a variety of sources into one convenient
location and with the added value of percentages, adjustment of dollars for inflation
and, of course, rankings.
States IN Profile is the first step in Indiana’s push to develop a consistent and
publicly accessible set of economic and demographic benchmarks for Indiana.
And because our state is committed to public access to this information, anyone
anywhere can take advantage of these comparative statistics for states and counties at

www.stats.indiana.edu/usprofiles_topic_page.html.
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